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ABSTRACT

Motivating the High School Struggling Reader

Michelle Sorensen
Novemher 7r2007

Action Research Project

High school struggling readers exist in every classroom. They have difficulty in most
subject areas and are deprived of much knowledge and interaction in their educational
experience because of this setback. Today, during the age of high stakes testing, a

struggling high school reader can be denied a diploma. At the Area Learning Center, a
significant number of students attend because of their reading challenges. This study
attempts to discover what factors can motivate the high school struggling reader to read
more enthusiastically. Through open ended interviews, 14 students share their personal
and academic experiences with reading. As students describe their most meaningful and

intimate interactions with text and their most painful struggles as readers, three dominate
themes surface. These significant themes form the study's recommendations to ultimately

benefit and improve the high school struggling reader.
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Motivating the High School Struggling Reader

CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION AND ORIGINS
Johnny is a popular ninth grader in a local, suburban high school. Despite his
nearly perfect attendance, significant motivation to learn, and daily completion of

homework assignments, Johnny labors to pass his core-content courses. Johnny uses
recitation, memorization, and class lectures to demonstrate his learning. He misses much
of his courses' content because he is a struggling reader. A struggling reader can be
defined as a student whose reading performance is two or more years below grade level
(Vaca, R. & Vacca, J., 2005). After attempting his assigned readings, Johnny leaves the
experience feeling frustrated and confused. Over the next three years, Johnny will make

minimal progress in reading and understanding text. Most likely, he will graduate with a
negative, resistant feeling toward reading.

Historically, reading was viewed as a natural process that occurred as a child's
cognitive development matured. Teachers assumed if their readers pronounced the words
correctly and with fluency, then their readers were comprehending. Today, we know
otherwise: reading is a complex and interactive process, which demands continuous and
strategic teaching. Unfortunately, the explicit, direct teaching of reading ceases after
elementary school. In high school, text is disseminated and expected to be
comprehended. For struggling readers, like Johnny, the most effective approach to
increase reading understanding is the application of thoughtful literacy strategies and

expert intervention. Also, Johnny will need to be exposed to text, appropriate for his
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reading level, which he can read independently. If text is too difficult, the struggling
reader shuts down and leaves the experience feeling failure" Because of these negative
associations with reading, the student does little reading outside of school and

will

do

anything to avoid the reading process, which just exacerbates the problem. For

struggling readers to improve, they must read and practice the very process that they
dread.

General Background
For many struggling high school readers, reading is a frustrating and exhausting
process that yields few rewards. Many of my students at the

ALC are struggling readers.

Like all high school students, for most of their day they are asked to comprehend,
interpret, and analyze content area texts. Students are referred to the ALC because they
are "at-risk" of not graduating from high

school. The students come to the ALC for

a

variety of reasons including but not limited to pregnancy, chemical health issues, abuse
or neglect, violence, but the most frequently used reason is deficiency in credit for

graduation. About 35 percent of the students have Individuahzed Education Plans (IEP)
and qualify for special education services; however, students waive direct services when

enrolling at the ALC. This small program does not have the resources to provide
specialists for all the complex needs of a variety of special education students; therefore,
parent and students relinquish these specialist services for smaller class sizes, individual
learning plans, and greater academic support. Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder,

commonly known as ADHD, is one of the most common labels among the IEP
population at the ALC. Primarily, the students experience success at the ALC because of
the expert, individualized instruction, and small pupil class size.

.l
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Purpose of the Studv
This inquiry was founded on the opinions and suggestions of the ALC struggling
readers. For reasons of feasibility, parents, teachers, support staff and administration
were not included in the interview process. The research I have conducted for this

project addresses many of issues relating to high school struggling readers at the ALC.
The research is pertinent because many of the students at the ALC are struggling readers

or exhibit a severe resistance to reading. Many are alliterate. In addition to these
obstacles, the instructional staff at the ALC often communicates a struggle to engage

their students in reading. Similarly, the ALC students often convey a frustration and
disappointment in content area text experiences. It is the ALC students, personal

instructional experiences, and interactions with ALC staff that has inspired my interest in
researching the secondary, struggling reader. While conducting my research, I hoped to
discover and recommend a new understanding, strategies, and approaches to motivate the

older, struggling reader at the ALC. It is my professional goal as their reading teacher, to
get them to read, to see themselves as readers, and most of all, to learn to appreciate and

value the reading process. Ultimately, it is my dream to develop lifelong readers who

will

pass this

gift on to their children and future generations.

Guidine Ouestions
The central question that prompted my research inquiry is: What can motivate

high school struggling readers to read? As I conducted

*y

research and learned from

other researchers, I sought to find ideas, strategies, and approaches that are effective with
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the numerous secondary struggling readers at the ALC. While completing student

interviews and reviewing research, several consequent question appeared. These
questions included:

r

How can teachers promote and encourage more reading outside of class?

.

What do students like to read?

.

What kinds of texts

o

How can content area teachers support the ALC struggling reader?

.

What are effective interventions for high school struggling reader?

will

students read independently?

Many of the questions posed above are indirectly related to and dependent upon the
central research question for my study. [n other words, the ALC students must agree to
and have some motivation to read in order for reading appreciation, improvement, or

intervention to be effective.

Sisnificance of the Study
Discovering and implementing new approaches and strategies to motivate the

ALC struggling reader represents the most important results of this study. The findings
of my inquiry process provide specific approaches and factors to increasing reading
motivation and engagement. Because this action-based inquiry occurred at the ALC and

all of the interview participants were at-risk, struggling readers, the findings of this study
can be most accurately applied to the

ALC students; however, teachers who work with

struggling readers in any setting may find this study particularly relevant and helpful.
Many of the findings may be applied to secondary struggling readers in alternative or
mainstream high schools.
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Settins and Participants
The Area Learning Center is small compared to typical high school programs with

approximately 135 students enrolled full-time. At this time, there are eight full-time
teachers, three advisors , a part-time social worker, a campus security officer, special

education coordinator, academic dean, principal, and several administrative assistants.
The ALC is located in a small suburb

of

St. Paul and is one of four high school settings

in the district. The altemative program offers many opportunities and choices for
sfudents. There is work sfudy program where students can earn credit, employment
skills, and a paycheck. In addition, the ALC has a partnership with a local community
college, called EEC, which allows students to choose careers of interest and take post
secondary classes for free in these areas of interest. The course schedule at the ALC is

divided into six, six week cycles rather than semesters. The staff has found that frequent
evaluation and assessment is most effective with the alternative learner; therefore,
students are given feedback on academic perforrnance every three weeks. Class sizes are

small, with 15-20 students. Students attend full or part-time and the typical day has six,
50 minute classes. The instructional staff uses a variety of instructional delivery systems

in order to reach students in creative and innovative ways.
The ALC student population is about 60 percent male and 40 percent female.

Approximately 70 percent of the students are Caucasian and 30 percent are students

of

color. Many of the students at the ALC are of lower socioeconomic status with 70
percent qualifiring for the free and reduced lunch program. The participants interviewed

in the study were befween the ages of 15 and 1B years of age. I made initial contact with
20 struggling readers by inviting them to participate in an interview process. These
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students were performing two or more years below grade level reading and or have not
passed reading graduation tests. Surprisingly,

I obtained consent from 15 students for the

study and I was able to conduct 14 thorough interviews with six male and eight female

students. Ideally more male sfudents could have been utilized to make the group
representative of struggling readers because the majority of high school struggling
readers are male. Ten of the

l4 interviews were sfudents of color. This representation

reflected the ALC's current demographics. Participants were selected by recruiting
students from an ALC remedial reading and writing course.

At the ALC struggling readers were already identified by informal assessment and
formal evaluation preceding this study. Traditionally, a struggling reader can be defined
as a child who is reading two years or more below his or her current grade level (Vacca,

R. & Yacca, J.,2005). Yet, this definition is typically applied to elementary students.

Currently, there is no official term or criteria for identifying and labeling the classical
high school struggling reader. I believe this absence of terminology to recognize the high
school struggling reader, could symbolize the lack of acknowledgement and neglect our
society has had for the high school struggling reader. At the ALC, struggling readers are

identified and targeted for intervention by using qualitative assessments, informal
assessment, and test scores. The

MCA test scores are valued most by administration;

therefore, this measure is used most frequently to identify the struggling reader and begin

intervention. Reading intervention does not yield immediate results, for the process can
be complex and time consuming.

Unfortunately, there is no magic bullet to "fix" the high school struggling reader.
Literature and research pertaining to high school struggling readers is sparse and today
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we are finally beginning to see more sfudies and funding allocated to this population.
These studies and future research

will help

teachers to identifli, motivate, and empower

the high school struggling reader to improve reading performance and reunite with their

grade level peers.

I
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CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW
The literature providing insight on the struggling readers provides important

information for identifoing, understanding, and supporting the secondary struggling
reader. Although the label, struggling reader, in the past has only been applied to
younger students, today it can be applied to readers of all ages. Unforfunately, the
research conducted on the high school struggling reader is

limited. Little time and

attention has been allocated to this segment of the population. Today, with the increase

of

high stakes testing, more awareness and emphasis has been brought to the high school
struggling reader, but not enough to provide extensive information. This literature review
begins by attempting to define and identify the high school struggling reader. Next, it
presents relevant background information about the older struggling reader by explaining

factors and causes for the decrease in literacy achievement in our secondary students"

After considering important background information, this review reveals effective
components and strategies to support high school struggling readers in the classroom.

Finally, the literafure review will identiff current practices and approaches that help
motivate the secondary struggling reader. After all, teachers can not help the secondary
struggling reader without her or his willingness to participate or recover.

Identifvins and De finins the Adolescent Strusslins Reader
The identification of secondary students who with struggle reading should not be
a rare occurrence in high school classrooms. There are millions scattered across

America's classrooms; however, struggling readers can be elusive and difficult to spot for
the novice, untrained eye. Struggling readers are masters at masking their inability to
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read by a strategy known as hiding out and bluffing (Brozo, 1990). These protective
strategies or behaviors only result in further loss of reading skills and lead to more acts

"faking

it".

of

The l99B Reading Report Card, produced by the National Assessment of

Educational Progress (NAE P), shows 40 percent of U.S. teens has difficulty
comprehending expository text (Moore, 2000). Adolescent struggling readers come from
a garden of variety (Valencia and

Buly,2004). Typically, they perform more than two

years below grade level on reading achievement tests, but also

will show a disinterest in

reading, refuse required reading assignments, and often will read aloud well, but be
unable to retell what they've read. Others may struggle with fluency, but comprehend.

Many older struggling readers do not see themselves as readers and feel that the act of
reading is boring and unfulfilling (Vacca &.Yacca.2005). To make matters more
complex, many struggling readers are sfudents of color and come from various ethnic
backgrounds. These students have broader experience with the language and literacies

of

their homes and communities, which may be different from the standard academic
English used in school (Lee, 2004). Current studies show that males score higher on
interest and motivation in their elementary years, but often regress as they approach
adolescence. Females reflect an opposite trend by showing less interest in earlier years
and then dramatically increase interest by early teens (Pritcher,2007). Typically, both

male and female secondury struggling readers will not readily admit or acknowledge their
reading difficulties.
The struggling reader has several coping strategies in her or his repertoire to deal

with the inability to read well. In a study conducted by Brozo (1990), fourprimary
coping strategies were identified. First and most importantly, struggling readers will
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avoid eye contact with the teacher during question and answer discussions. Second,

struggling readers will engage in disruptive behaviors often to distract teachers from
academic interaction. A third coping skill exhibited by struggling readers utilizes good

listening skills, which enables students to pick up the textual details and interpretations
missed during the act of reading. Lastly, the struggling reader must rely on a classmate

or friend, who could read well, to

fill in the gaps or simply

copy assigned tasks (Brozo,

1990). Brophy (1985) identified other reading deficit coping techniques such

as

forgetting assignments and class materials and using savvy social skills or other forms
manipulation in and out of class to gain teachers'approval (Brophy, 1985). Although, an
instructor may recognize coping strategies like these in compensation for reading deficits,
the ability to recognize varying and problematic characteristics of reading process are

much more complicated.

In one study, conducted by the Department of Education in 1995, decoding
problems were apparent in some of the older struggling readers, but more often others

exhibited problems in the areas of fluency and comprehension. Some of the study
participants could decode and comprehend, but read extremely slowly; therefore,

reflecting poor achievement scores on timed reading achievement tests (Allington, 2006,

p.93). Other high school struggling readers may seem to be proficient readers in their
ability to answer facfual questions, but cannot complete the assignments that require
interpretation and critical thinking (Moore & Hinchman, 2003). And yet, other students
struggle with disciplinary literacies, an ability to comprehend, evaluate, and use

knowledge from texts in different subject areas (Lee, 2004). This kind of reader may
earn

A's in his or her literature courses, but fail biology class due to the textual wide-

1l
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ranging differences and the assorted skills needed for understanding. Due to varied
deficiencies and strengths, older struggling readers need expert intervention and
sometimes individualized instruction to recover and discover the underlying injuries;
therefore, magic bullet approaches and cure-all programs should be avoided.

Important Background Information
Usually, as a policymaker or layperson imagines a struggling reader, he or she
envisions a younger child reading aloud while grappling with fluency and word

recognition. Current government studies and initiatives, such

as

National Reading Panel

Report Card and NCLB, invest the majority of funding and programming for struggling
readers in the early elementary years (Allington, 2006). These decisions were influenced

by research that indicated early struggling readers never catch-up to their peers without
intensive, effective interuention. Yet, for many of these early struggling readers, who do
make significant reading development gains, they will most likely need intervention and
experience difficulty with reading later in their years of education (Allington, 2006).

Unfortunately, very little government funding, initiatives, or support will exist for these
readers when they regress. In addition, many early readers can make

it through the fourth

grade hump, but then begin to flounder in later elementary and middle school years when
the use of informational texts increases significantly. Very

little time, as few

as 3.5

minutes daily is allocated to reading information texts in grades 1-4, and even less time in
schools with lower socioeconomic status (Duke, 2004). Reading informational text
requires a different reading stance, strategies, and approach from a reader. Many students

will begin to exhibit reading difficulty characteristics after fourth

grade when the
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expository text leap occurs. Sadly, this is when direct, explicit reading instruction begins
to subside in class and more emphasis is being placed in the individual, content areas.

Effictive Components and Strutegies to Support High School Struggling Readers
Poor high school readers have two choices when dealing with their reading

difficulties: they can try to improve or continue to refine coping strategies (Brozo, 1990).
Current research reflects the complexiry and individuality of the adolescent struggling

reader. Thus, the one size fits all, cookie-cutter products and interventions to cure the
older struggling reader are a waste of money and can be damaging to the reader. Reading
failure is multifaceted and it is individual (Valencia & Buly,2004). For recovery and
improvement, the research supports intensive, expert instruction that considers the

individual reader's strengths and areas of needed improvement. Assigned texts must be
appropriate for the reader and intervention must meet the reader at his or her level. This
can be accomplished by using a variety of approaches.

Approaches to Reading Instruction
According to reading researchers, interventions, approaches, and programs
usually fall into one or more of the following four philosophical categories: romantic,

utilitarian, cognitive/constructivist, and/ or behaviorist (Walmsey, 1981). Also, many
effective interventions will incorporate numerous philosophical categories. Romantic
programs promote reading engagement for personal fulfillment and empowerment. This

philosophy believes that reading makes us human. Utilitarian intervention approaches
emphasize reading for career development and workplace

literacy. Cognitive or

constructivist's interventions help students be more effective readers in educational or
academic settings. In other words, reading will make a person more successful in school.
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Finally, the behaviorist philosophy portrays reading

as hard

work that should be

rewarded. Less reading is used in behavioral programs and more focus is allocated to
decoding, spelling, and behavior management (Walmsey, 19Bl). According to Walmsey
(1981), the behaviorist philosophies appear to be most effective with students who have
special behavior needs such as Attention Deficit Disorder, Emotional Behavioral

Disorder, Autism Spectrum Disorder or other severe behavioral challenges. These
particular students often succeed in programs whose philosophy incorporates incentives
and rewards to help keep motivation high by recognizing positive behaviors and actions.

For most typical struggling high school readers, effective intervention begins with
classrooms that consider varied philosophies and approaches. Most importantly, in order

to support struggling readers, instruction must be delivered to meet the struggling
reader's ability. The teacher must design instruction to fit the needs of the secondary

struggling reader.

Characteristics of

Readins Teachins Practices

So, what are the key components and characteristics of a supportive and
successful high school reading program or classroom? Not only do classrooms and

programs need to move toward differentiation, by adapting instruction and incorporating
varied learning styles, but also address diversity directly by creating a climate

of

inclusion. Reading research has discovered many significant factors and characteristics
reflective of an effective secondary reading course (Showers, 1998). The critical
components to successful courses included:
reading level appropriate books in school and at home;

listening to teachers read good literature;
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instruction in active comprehension activities;
open-ended responses to imaginative literature;

building vocabulary through reading;
phonics and structural analysis training; and

building vocabulary through natural language use (Showers, 1998).
Courses that permitted students to self-select five to six books of appropriate reading

level and interest fostered reading outside of school. Daily read alouds, coupled with
small group and large group comprehension questions encouraged reading conversation
and appreciation. In addition, effective reading courses provided big word decoding
strategies to aid vocabulary development. The effective reading courses, that use a

variety of strategic reading devices and pair students with appropriate text, bolster
achievement for secondary struggling readers, (Allington, 2006). Experts in reading

instruction warn teachers of struggling readers to watch-out for the less effective, "cookie
cutter" programs, which often claim to improve student reading performance through the
application of one, miraculous technique or program that can cure all struggling readers.
Many times these quick fixes can be purchased as software or books and often are quite
expensive. Unforfunately, reading experts have not discovered a quick cure. Providing
reading courses in high school should be considered paramount in order to support and

improve reading achievement for high school struggling readers.

Supportine Strueslins Hish School Readers in the Content Areas
In addition to reading courses in high school, effective intervention will occur
with support of the content area courses. Unforrunately very little is known about content
area reading processes in high

school. Currently, there are no standardized instruments
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used at the secondary level that capture the demands of reading literary, historical, or

scientific texts (Buly & Valencia,2004). Yet, if a content area teacher wants to provide
greater support for her or his struggling readers, comprehension must usually be
addressed. Reading research has revealed that competent readers actively construct

meaning while reading (Flood and Lapp, 1990). Although providing the secondary

struggling reader with scaffolding and strategies may not directly cure the initial reading
problem, it will begin the healing process. More competent readers have a strategic
goodie bag from which they pick experiences, attitudes, and perspectives to determine
meaning and understanding. Reading strategies can occur before, during, and after the
reading experience. Some of these strategic behaviors include: previewing, activating

prior knowledge, setting purpose, making predictions and inferences, summarizing, and
drawing conclusions. Integrating, modeling, and practicing these strategic behaviors can
support and encourage the high school struggling reader to become an active meaningmaker while reading (Flood and Lapp, 1990). The teacher provides the guidance, rules,
and strategies for comprehension. The students take ownership by processing text in a

holistic matter, while building on their own experiences, knowledge, and values,
ultimately adding to the goody bag (Flood and Lapp, 1990). High school, content area
teachers may not have time to individually intervene with their struggling readers, but by

coupling content area text with direct and explicit reading strategies, the opportunify for
comprehension increases greatly. These varied reading strategies will require sfudents to
engage with the text.

One of the significant reasons older struggling readers grapple with
comprehension is because they are not active readers who engage with the text. Many
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believe that reading is something done to them. They read and the experience is simply
over: they either understand the text or not. For content area teachers who want to

"activate" their readers, metacognitive approaches can help support this kind of
interaction. Vygotsky's metacognition theories will help content areateachers to spark
students' internal dialogue with text and self regulating reading behaviors which are
essential to text comprehension. Research proves that poor comprehenders use fewer

metacognitive strategies and with less frequency than skilled comprehenders (Wier,
1998). High school struggling readers need to be exposed to metacognitive strategies and
practice these regularly with the teacher. According to Weir's research, teachers

of

struggling readers should model and use metacognitive strategies to get students to
become interactive with the text. Teachers can practice internal dialogue with students
by using think alouds, embedded questions, and reflective thinking exercises. Learning

how to read actively takes time and practice, so teachers should not introduce the
strategies and then expect struggling readers to apply independently. After sfudents

become comfortable using these strategies, they can begin to be in charge of their own

understanding. As students begin to employ these strategies, while reading
independently, they begin to find reading more enjoyable and rewarding.

As a high school struggling reader becomes more proficient with skills and
strategies, often they need to increase their "practice time" or independent reading

duration. A problematic issue often appearing with older struggling readers is pairing the
lower level texts with "older" adolescent readers. The ninth grade student does not want
to be seen reading a Goosebumps book. Today, teachers of secondary struggling readers
must find ways to hide markers or indicators of text levels. Content area teachers may
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want to use book publishers with catalogues that identify the reading level and interest

level. This makes the task of identifying books that are text, age, and interest appropriate
much easier. Due to the increasing recognition and demand for material to use with
secondary struggling readers, these kinds of materials are becoming more available.

Encourasins Readins Outside of Classrooms
Many struggling readers do not have access to interesting books of their own for
reading practice. In order to accelerate reading development, students must have access to
books to increase reading opportunities. Many schools with skuggling readers do not
have libraries, and

if a sfudent doesn't attend summer school, books may not be available

for reading. Gifting books to students, creating book fairs or trades at school, or students
could be awarded discounts or vouchers good for books at local bookstores (Allington,

2004). Students become excited and motivated when they get to choose books for
independent reading. To support secondary struggling readers, they must have access to
books for reading outside of school. Providing such motivating materials during school
breaks and to read over the weekends will greatly increase reading opporhrnity.

Another gratifying and positive approach to increase reading time and exposure is
peer and cross-age tutoring programs. Many secondary schools are now using these

programs to benefit all students. The peer tutoring programs seems to be more

meaningful; and therefore, often produce great reading achievement effects than
computer-assisted programs (Moore and Hinchman, 2006). Approaches and programs

will vary. For instance, an adolescent struggling reader could "tutor" a younger

student.

Fluency and comprehension could be addressed by having the struggling reader read
aloud to the younger reader (Moller, 2004). Similarly, a high school senior, could be
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connected with a ninth-grade reader to engage in paired oral reading and discussion for a

particular subject area. Research and studies have revealed that both readers benefit from
this fun and empowering experience.
Effective components and strategies to support and encourage the secondary
struggling readers are readily available to all teachers and programs. No approach will be
the remedy to cure every sfudent, but the components and strategies summarized in this

section have a strong research foundation that supports their use. Nearly all of the
suggestions and strategies hold the premise that reading is a constructive process, where
the student is the meaning-maker and that

it is never too late to help a high school

struggling reader. To support our high school struggling readers, teachers and
administration must actively and directly, model metacognitive practices, expose sfudent
to more reading material, provide more opporfunity for reading, and use a variety

of

approaches in attempt to support all readers. Ultimately, providing support to the

struggling readers will benefit all readers in the school by providing them with more
frequent and meaningful reading experiences.

Empowering and M-otivatinq the Struggling Reader
Neither a teacher nor a single approach can begin to help the struggling reader
recover without the reader's consent. In other words, students must become motivated in
a direct or indirect way, before reading can happen.

Motivation to read is often a pivotal

obstacle for the adolescent struggling reader. After being paired with numerous text
experiences that were too

difficult, unrewarding, or boring, struggling readers begin to

protest literacy activities because they are peripheral to their interests and needs (Pritcher,

S.M., 2A07). Without intervention or support, many struggling readers will regress and
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become nonreaders or alliterate adolescents. One way for teachers and literacy coaches to
increase motivating factors, they must expand their repertoires of adolescent literature
and broaden their definition of "text" to transcend print based textbooks and to embrace

more electronic media and text that reflects adolescents' own cultural and social
understandings (Pritcher, S. M., 2007).
Using Adolescent Literature

Many struggling readers in high school express displeasure for reading because
they dislike the reading materials. Often they do not feel ownership in the reading

process. Reading is something done to them. In order to improve school literacy
initiatives and help secondary struggling readers accelerate achievement, students should
be formally and informally included in the process to improve cooperation, investment,
and outcomes for students

will help

(Brozo,2006). Soliciting and validating students' perspectives

teachers imagine the "realities" of youth culture and; therefore, teachers can

select and implement more literature that is responsive to teens' interests. Bronzo also
reveals that students need to be taken seriously, as knowledgeable and contributing
members of the learning community, so that they can be empowered and motivated to

participate in their education. Reading inventories and surveys can be found for free on
websites like the National Council for Teachers of English (ncte,org) and there are
numerous books from the International Reading Association that contain hundreds

of

template or sample surveys and inventories. Gathering student input and participation for

literacy initiatives is a small portion of the solution; the other significant requirement is
for teachers, curriculum designers, and school boards to overcome negative and
pessimistic attitudes about struggling secondary readers.
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If struggling high school

students experience a consistent selection of "hard" and

"boring" literafure, there is no reason to be shocked by their lack of motivation and
literacy development in the high school. Smith and Wilhelm (2002) report a gigantic gap
between what teens like to read and what is available in high school libraries and

classrooms. According to Richard Allington, an expert in reading instruction, the
steadfast decline in access to interesting, appropriate reading material in high schools is

partially responsible for the decrease in voluntary reading (Allington, 2006). To provide
more motivating and engaging literature for students, teachers can find suggestions,
summaries, and reviews from teachers and sfudents at the American Library Association
website, www.ala.orq and there are numerous websites dedicated to teen reviews and
dialogue like www.teensread.com. Also, teachers can conduct surveys in their
classrooms and ask students what they've seen friends and family reading. Many of these
resources

will

suggest various authors and titles for adolescent literature to motivate

reluctant readers.
Approaches

for Empowering Struggling Readers

Teachers of struggling readers may already use motivational prereading
strategies to generate texfual interest before reading. Yet, what can teachers do to help

retain interest

if

the text does capture the student's interest? Curran and Smith

recommend a focused approach called, The Imposter, which encourages the student to
read critically by looking for textual flaws (Curran

& Smith 2005). A contradictory

statement, idea, or number is embedded into the text, and the student must identify this

contradiction and explain its faults. The embedded error must be found scattered in the
text. Curran & Smith found that this challenged students and led them to read with
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greater concentration. A strategy that asks readers to acknowledge and identify fault in
academic text could prove to be extremely motivational to a struggling high school

reader. Struggling readers are often blamed in the reading process and this strategy
provides them with an opportunity to correct the almighty academic text. For secondary

content area teachers, this strategy will work for any subject area. In addition, this
strategy works effectively with nonfiction, which usually seems to be least motivating for
students to read.
Teens are highly social beings that love to converse and interact with one another.

Utilizing discussion opporfunities before, during, and after reading can be highly
motivating to the high school struggling reader. Traditionally, research studies
concentrate on student literature reading discussions as interpreted by the researchers and
teachers, but few focus and learn from sfudents' perspectives and experiences from textbased discussion. Recently, a multi-case, qualitative sfudy used five schools, from

culfurally diverse high schools across the United States, to make assertions about
students' experiences in text-based conversations (Alvermann, 1996). Using five classes,

with 14-23 diverse

students, this study concluded that students can recognize a setting

conducive to discussion; and therefore, students

will

be more

likely to participate in

highly structured discussions with group norrns. Often, text-based discussions randomly
throw groups of readers together with a list of questions. This is not motivating for the
readers and can cause for bland, boring discussion. Secondly, the sfudy found that

activities and subjects motivate student participation, and that students view discussion

as

helpful for comprehension of reading material (Alvermann, L996). The study's emphasis
was to gain a broad insight of student perceptions' of literary discussion. This research
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supports literature discussion as a source of motivation for the high school struggling
reader.

Permitting choice and acknowledging sfudents' personal and social illiteracies can
motivate and encourage more in-school reading experiences for high school struggling
readers (Lenters, 2006).

A recent reading research study reveals important questions

about our high school required reading curriculums by listening to 77 resistant readers'

voices. According to the study, "Resistance, Struggle, and the Adolescent Reader," many
struggling high school readers originated as resistant readers, who passively resist
assigned or required reading curricula. Researchers have noted that teachers allow few

opportunities for students to self-select texts. Being fed a steady diet of unfulfilling
reading experiences, led them to an avoidance of participation in the reading process in

school. They choose not to read because of disinterest, rather than poor reading ability.
For this kind of struggling reader, interest, identity, and agency are elements missing

from the traditional literary canon and textbooks. To compensate, this kind of struggling
reader

will

use study aids, reading alternative content sources, scan text, and look

for

answers in order to avoid reading assigned texts. Eventually these strategies become the
emphasis or core experience of the reading process.

If the goal is to improve reading

performance for struggling high school readers, curriculum departments and teachers

will

need to motivate struggling readers to read by incorporating students' out-of-school

literacies.

Throughout my review of the current literature and research regarding high school
struggling readers, I have learned that further research and emphasis needs to occur in
order to reduce the increasing population of secondary struggling readers. First,
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policymakers, teachers, and literacy advocates need to more information about how to
recognize and diagnose high school struggling readers. Second, teachers need training
and access to literacy experts who can help intervene on the increasing epidemic of high

school struggling readers. These literacy experts can help the teacher implement

effective program components to hetter support the struggling readers. And finally, high
school struggling readers need to be motivated to read by having access to interesting and
engaging reading material to keep them reading. Curriculum committees and teachers

will

need to expand their definitions of appropriate academic reading materials to reflect

more adolescent culture, interest, and literacies. My study

will offer secondary struggling

readers' perspectives and opinions for increasing the motivation to read.
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CHAPTER THREE

METHODOLOGY
Methodological Framework: Action Research
Action research is an organized form of inquiry utilized by educational
professionals in an educational setting to collect information in order to improve our
education systems (Mills, 2007). Most importantly, action research compliments a
teacher's working style and can be completed while a teacher is already teaching and
easily applied to his or her audience. This form of inquiry permits the teacher to discover
and learn about afl

area,

of interest or trepidations in his or her classroom (Mills, 2007).

Action research is a practical form of qualitative research for teachers.
Qualitative research uses "narrative" and "descriptive" approaches to gather data
in order to better understand a particular aspect of education. Data is collected with
research participants who are directly or indirectly active in the setting

(Mills, 2007). The

primary qualitative approach used in this srudy was thorough, face to face interview with
guiding sub-questions. The in-depth interview feels more like a conversation rather than
a

rigid question-and-answer routine and, as such, would be more effective in eliciting

response from my high school students (Taylor and Bogdan, 1984). The interviewer must
engage and interact with his or her informant, not only receive answers, but learn what

questions to ask and how to ask them. As the interviewer, I had already established
rapport with my informants and therefore have a vivid understanding of their experiences
and perspectives (Bogdan and Biklen, 1998). Although many questions were constructed

previous to the interview sessions, I did follow a flexible framework to best authentically
capture the thoughts and opinions of my participants.
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Research Design

After determining my focus question and obtaining permission from the
Institutional Review Board (IRB) to proceed with the research process, I began to detail
my inquiry plan. During the IRB process, I informed my principal of my research
question and received her approval to proceed with data collection after IRB approval.

To identiffing struggling readers, I used my classroom data from the ALC Language Arts
Program Reading Inventory (Appendix A), a reading attitude and interest survey, and the
Minnesota Basic Skills Test and Minnesota Comprehensive Assessment reading scores,

which are data tools that I already utilize to identiff struggling readers and writers in my
courses. I employed triangulation, the use of collecting information in many ways,

throughout the research process to protect credibility and validity (Mills, 2007). Using
these four assessment sources for participation consideration criteria, I could narrow the

pool of candidates appropriate for participation. After the identification process, I found
35 eligible students. Most of these students were from my remedial reading and writing
course. Carefully considering each student, I selectedz} struggling readers to recruit for

my study. These students I believed to be information rich and secure in sharing their
opinions and experiences with me because I had already established a relationship with

them. Most of the sfudents I had known for several months. I felt that this selected group
would trust me with their feelings and experiences. I decided to approach and extend
opporfunities for participation at the ALC conferences, where I would have time to
communicate my goals and obtain consent from the parents and child simultaneously.
When the consenting process was finished, I had

l5 completed

consent forms, to

represent seven male students and eight female students. Four of the fifteen students
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represent various races and cultures including Hmong, Hispanic, and

fifteen sfudents were
the

10th grade.

after school.

12th grade

Afrikan. Six of

the

seniors, six students were l lth graders and three were in

I made arrangements to interview these students during the lunch hour and

All of the students were interviewed, except for one male student, who

withdrew from the ALC before I had an opportunity to interview him. On average, the
interviews took between 40 to 60 minutes. For eight of the interviews, I followed-up with
additional clariflzing questions because as data collection progressed I found areas that
needed further clarification. The interviews took place in the ALC reading room and my

classroom, depending on the student's preference. The interviews consisted of convergent
and divergent questions derived from the focus question: What motivates the high school

struggling reader? (For the list of questions, see Appendix One.) Shortly after each
interview was completed, I examined the interview responses, completed a personal
reflection memo, and recorded any future clarifying questions.

After scheduled interviews for follow-up questions, I met again with informants
for clarification. After I felt confident with the data obtained, I began to examine all the
data to begin recognizing and coding themes. After numerous themes were identified

from the 14 interviews, I began to categorize and prioritize the data into collective
themes. These themes helped to frame my literafure review and future recommendations.

Role of Researcher

My primary role

as the researcher was: to

recruit participants, protect their safety

and confidentiality, and gather dala. As the researcher and teacher,

it's imperative to

understand the informants' thoughts and ideas. Being the teacher of the l4 participants

interviewed, I had found it to be particularly advantageous. By developing a relationship
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with these students for several months, they were more willing to expose personal
feelings and reveal sensitive situations, In addition, by having dual roles, it was important
to reflect in journals to help me identify any biases I might bring to the study.

Data Collection Strategies
Data collection was initiated by the interview process and the qualitative

collection techniques were as follows: interview(s), field notes, and reflection notes. By
using data from the face to face interview, follow-up questions, and my personal
reflection, triangulation could be established. For example, if I'm gathering evidence
from my data to support the theme of assigned reading and struggling readers, I can use
data from my face-to-face interview, but also I can validate by finding additional data

from my field notes and journal reflections that describe this theme(Mills, 2007). The
interviews and follow-up or clariffing questions provided the most meaningful data for
producing answers and explanations to my research questions. My field notes were used
to recognize the bumps in my data and themes (Mills,2007).If a statementmade by an

informant seemed ambiguous, odd, or contradictory, my reflections, memos, or field
notes could usually add fuither clarification or additional information to help me
understand and apply the statement. In addition, the field notes perpetuated further
elaboration and deductive thinking. My field notes and personal reflections contributed to
the data about an informant's nonverbal behavior, speech pace and reaction times, and/ or
other behavioral observations. Finally, the reflection journal allowed me to personally
and critically reflect on the interview, which helped to inspire clarif,ring questions. Using

all three of these data collection tools helped me be critical of my assumptions by
checking to see that evidence of my assumptions existed in other data sources.
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Data Collection Analvsis
Thorough data analysis began after the majority of interviews were complete.
The data was closely examined to begin identifying themes, This is a form of inductive

thinking where my research reflected the big picture and begins to squeeze out the
essence of the interviews

(Mills, 2007). As situational patterns emerged and repeated

phrases and responses began to compile, coding was used as a tool to identify and

recognize the themes (Strauss and Corbin, 1990). I used highlighters, of different colors,

to represent the themes. I began to organtze my data, by creating concept maps (see
Appendix B) to help guide my final interpretation of dominant themes to be examined
and interpreted in my study. Concept maps, which I use frequently in teaching, are a kind

graphic organtzer that uses details to support a concept or idea. I placed the concept or
theme in the center of the organizer and then listed all the applicable data or details that
referred to the theme. This process assisted me in determining the most important themes
because the concept maps reflected the most substantial data. From these themes,

I

generalized theories to make further recommendations. These theories were grounded by
the collected data. By using this process, the data collection and analysis fused to theory
development (Glasser

& Strauss, 1967). This theory development

is known as grounded

theory.

Achievins Validity
Achieving validiry in action research ensures that the data we collect actually and
authentically represents what we are trying to measure (Mills,2007).In order to curb my
bias and increase credibility, I utilized field notes and a personal reflection journal to
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provide a vehicle for bias recognition and confession. Although it is inevitable that a
researcher

will draw on their own theoretical assumptions and cultural knowledge, I

practiced critical self-reflection and used triangulation to establish data dependability and

conformability (Taylor and Bogdan, 1984).
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CHAPTER FOUR
FINDINGS
Throughout the process of interviewing my students, a number of significant
themes began to surface with application to my research questions. Also, several topics
became apparent during interviews that had not been previously considered. The

following findings encompass the three dominant themes surfacing from the data.
"Assigned reading! Too boring and difficult!": Assigned Text

A popular theme that became immediately apparent throughout my interviewing
process was the importance of choice or self selection for reading in the classroom.

Many students expressed vehement frustration and little tolerance for assigned reading.
Most teachers, for their courses, have a list of assigned reading which conveys most of
the content related information for the students to learn. This reading is essential to
learner outcomes and rneeting the objectives for the course. If the teacher has an
audience of struggling readers, most likely the majority of the required reading will not
get read or

if it is read, it will not

be understood. Without scaffolding and strategic

reading strategies, a significant percentage of the content area teacher's text will be
neglected or ignored completely by the secondary struggling reader. Just imagine how

ungratifying and confusing a course would be if you were denied the information
accessible by text,

Carrie, a l}'h grade sfudent, reveals her coping strategy with assigned text, which
she usually finds uninteresting:
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The required reading in social studies, math, science, and English often gets too

long and boring. I san't concentrate, so I quit. Sometimes, I will just skim the
stuff and look for answers.
Monica, another

12th grade

struggling reader describes her greatest frustration when

reading for classes:
The assigned reading with no choice...the textbooks loaded with facts...I just
start to lose interest.
and too

If it's (the text) a requirement, I know it's going to be boring

difficult for me. I will not be able to follow the storyline or main idea. I'll

usually give up, and sometimes I would not even start.
The majority of students interviewed agreed with Monica and Carrie. After consistently
being exposed to text in the content area classroom that was either too difficult or not
engaging, they become apathetic and frequently would give up. I asked Susan, an
eleventh grader, what she disliked most about reading:

I won't read the stuff we must read in school. It's such a disappointment and let
down...boring contents. To have to read something because the teacher likes it is
not enough reason for me to read it. It needs to be interesting. I remember reading
in elementary school. I loved reading then...we got to read stories about animals,
spooky stories, funny stories, adventures, and go to pick from the library. That
was fun and interesting!

Many struggling readers want to complete the assigned reading like Kevin, an easy-going
I

I

th

grader, who conveys what is most frustrating about reading for him:

Lots of times the classroom stuff is too long and boring. I can read, but I just can't
stick with

it. I've read many things, but I don't remember it. Once in tenth grade,
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I had to read, "Catcher in the Rye". I did read the book... the whole thing, but
today; I can't remember what it's about. I hated it.

In this assigned reading situation, Kevin, forces himself to read the entire book despite
having little interest or understanding. He wants to be successful, so he follows the
teacher's directions and just reads the book; but

if

students are paired with inappropriate

text, the student has little opporlunity to succeed. In these situations, the struggling
readers' negative attifudes and experiences are exacerbated and validated, Too many

of

these treacherous reading experiences can lead to an attifude of severe reading resistance.

Wayne, a senior who speaks four languages and originally from Africa explains:
Last yeat for social studies, I needed to read, "Farwell to Arms" by Hemingway.

It was a requirement. I don't recall what it was about. ..just World War I. I could
not get it. Eventually, I tried to get a movie to understand, but it did not help.

During this interview, Wayne, clearly demonstrates that he is not a resistant or reluctant
reader, but that the text was not appropriate for his reading level. He

will read in order to

please his teacher or pass the class, but the act of reading does not equate with

comprehension. Perhaps if his teacher could have allowed students to choose between

"Farwell to Arms" and lower reading level text about World War I, the struggling readers
in class could have learned about World War I as well.
For Sylv ia, a 1Oth grade struggling reader, who loves art, poetry, and
photography, the reading process has been disappointing and frustrating from her earliest
memones:

I don't remember reading any books on my own. My mom loves to read and reads
stuff to me all the time. I like that. I can understand the story then. The sfuff that
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is assigned for class I have not read. It's too difficult, and I don't remember any

of

it.

The special ed. people have tried everything...even the audiotapes.

Sylvia shows more severe resistance in her reading attitude by suggesting that she cannot
be helped or improve her reading perfoffnance in the future. Her affitude toward reading

will probably need to be addressed before

she can improve her reading perforrnance.

For the majority of the struggling readers I interviewed, nearly all of them

mention assigned reading in classes to be the most frustrating and disappointing part of
the reading process. For them, the fruskation has consumed any reading resilience that

remained. As Elizabeth, a witty and bold 11th grader says:
They make you read the most stupid stuff. I'm a reading hater... I even like U.S.

history. It really interests me. But, the textbooks we have to read. . .. It's so boring
and confusing. They just ruin it!

Elizabeth is clearly upset by the assigned reading selections in her content area courses.
She expresses her frustration

learns about U.S. history
reads about

if

by labeling herself a "reading hater". I asked her how she

she doesn't read her

textbook, She relayed that she usually

it on the Internet. "They have pictures, speakers, movies and sfuff... makes it

much more entertaining." Elizabeth provides a creative and meaningful coping strategy

for her reading deficit and disinterest. Yet, amazingly, later in the interview, Elizabeth is
able to recite several adolescent literature titles and poetry books she has read in the Iast

few months. In addition, she vividly describes her rendezvous to Barnes and Noble once
a

week to read magazines and poetry. Elizabeth perceives her academic literacies to be

useless, but values her personal literacies. Unfortunately, this perception has led her to a
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rejection of school texts. Possibly with appropriate reading level text and scaffolding,
E,lizabeth could begin to appreciate some assigned academic text.

Sometimes students cannot manage to complete the assigned texts on time and
may need accommodation. Nancy, a senior states plainly that she, "could handle the
assigned reading" but at home "reading did not happen for me the ways teachers wanted

it to." Nancy felt like

she could do the reading, but needed to be given time in a quiet,

safe environment to get

"It's time to work

it completed. For Nancy, after the bell rings and school is over,

and for survival," she says. For some struggling readers, like Nancy,

they may not have negative attifudes, but due to issues outside of school they need more

time to read. Often the assigned text is accompanied by rigid due dates and timelines for

projects. Some struggling readers require

a more

flexible reading schedule in order to

meet reading expectations.

Evidently, assigned reading in classrooms for the secondary struggling reader has
clear consequences. Most frequently, it will result in reading refusal or the student may

quit the text prematurely if the text is too difficult or not meaningful. According to the
struggling readers, the secondary reading curriculum lists are saturated with difficult,
uninteresting texts that can only be "appreciated by

adults". In order to be effective,

teachers of struggling readers need to provide more choice and selection in content

related courses to accommodate, engage, and motivate the high school struggling reader.
o'Sometimes

I like to see myself in the literature I read: Adolescent Literature"

A central theme derived from interviews with struggling secondary readers was
the topic of adolescent literature and other subjects that could spark interest and

motivation to read. Adolescent literature provides opportunities for students to
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personally connect with the literature. The personal connection supplied the hook to
spark interest and motivation. Many of the students interviewed had experiences with
adolescent literature and recalled the sifuations when asked about pleasurable reading

experiences. Instantly, their eyes lit up and they would speak quickly and
enthusiastically. Moo-moo, a l2th grade boy, who states that he did very little reading as
a child, remembers reading adolescent literature for the

first time while being "locked-

up" in the juvenile detention center:
When you're locked up, you have nothing else to do. At J.D.C., they have many
books for you to read. The books were interesting and I could relate to them.

Like "A Child Called It". Dave, the author, went through stuff I could
understand. My step-dad beat me, and in the story, his mother abused him. It
made me really appreciate my mom because she left my step-dad, so I wouldn't

suffer. In the story, the boy gets abused for seven years. It made me feel lucky.
Moo-moo continues by recalling the vivid details from the story that struck connections
to his personal background. Most likely because of his strong background knowledge
and the text's appropriate reading level, Moo-moo could comprehend and therefore the

text impacted him. Elizabeth, the student who labels herself, "a reading hater" adds:
The last book that made me feel really good was) "The Pact" by Sam Davis Cook.

It's about three teens who became doctors. After reading it, I felt like if they could
do it, then so could

I... I fell into the book and was really proud

when I finished.

It was nearly 300 pages.
Elizabeth explains that "teen books" have characters that "we know." The author is
"actually writing for a teen, not an adult". Elizabeth believes adult books are strange and
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boring.

She recalls reading Ray Bradbury's "Fahrenheit 45L" in her ninth grade English

class. The class listened to the story on audiotape everyday because it was "too hard
the class to

read".

for

She remembers:

Everyday, I just dreaded going. It was about this man who loved his seventeen
year old neighbor. . .They talked a lot about burning books. It was so weird!

I like

to read about people my own age. I want learn about their problems...stuff that's
realistic.
Secondary struggling readers that were interviewed for this study overwhelmingly
requested books and topics that could be found in adolescent literature. Topics about
self-esteem, violence, depression, gangs, peer pressure, celebrities, unhealthy

relationships, music, sports, and war were some of the most frequently mentioned. Many
teens deal with these topics in their personal lives and therefore easily found a

connection. Carrie, a l}th grade student with perfect attendance, says that she dislikes the
"boring required reading." She copes with assigned reading by "skimming and finding
the answers". Carrie's expression sours as she describes a middle school reading

assignment. "We had to read 25 books!" After she read three or four, Carrie quit and
said, "Forget

this!"

She explained that she's always read at a slower pace than her peers.

It became so frustrating and discouraging for her to hear from peers how quickly they
were completing their 25 books and "it was taking me much longer". Carrie's most
pleasurable reading experience occurred at the ALC, when she read a book called, "Go

Ask Alice"" Carrie remembers:
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I didn't know there were books like this! It was so interesting.,.I didn'twant to
stop. Alice was so different from me. She had a unique point of view and couldn't

predict what she was going to do next. I like that it was true too !
Carrie's engagement and motivation to read increased when the text incorporated events
and experiences that were real and familiar to her.
The Importance of

Multicultural Literature and Mottvation

In addition, Carrie says that she enjoys reading about "real-life" stories and conflicts that
she can "relate

to". Teen issues such as "pregnancy,

drugs, suicide, and abuse" are topics

that keep her engaged and motivated. Carrie also emphasized the importance of her

Hmong culture and that she'd like to find more texts that "show me growing

up". All of

the students who were interviewed and were not of Caucasian race, mentioned the feeling

of being absent from academic texts. Juile, a first generation immigrant from Mexico,
describes her absence and misrepresentation in academic text:

Sometimes I want to read aboutpeople like me...people from the Mexican
culture. The big chapter books and textbooks...sometimes make me mad. They

portray immigrants in negative way...we're taking jobs and costing Americans a

lot of money.
For Julie, sometimes the assigned academic reading creates a painful and "shaming"
experience. She explains that it's boring to read about "others all the time." For Juile and
others, in order to stay motivated to read text, they must be able to identify with the text

in some way. Julie believes that "other culfures" need to make it on the academic
"reading lists". Julie shares a recent positive reading experience:
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I loved reading, "Who Shall Tell My Brother" in your class. I liked that it taught
about racism, bullying, and hate crimes. It really shows how hard it is to be a
person of color in our community. We talked in class about stuff that matters.

Obviously the topics in Julie's reading experience were subjects she could identify with.
The personal experience connections and sufficient background knowledge became a

significant factor in her success with the text. Another student of color, Wayne, describes
what topics motivate him to read:

I want to read about black communities and hood life... hip-hop culture and
gangs. This interests me.

I also want stories that teach me. Like, what people have

learned from living and how I can stay on the right track...to not get in trouble.

After explaining his topics of interest, Wayne explains how reading about his cultural
roots is "important" and "valuable". The cultural experiences in text, for Wayne, provide
a personal connection

to the literafure. He remembers reading a French story called,

"L'enfant Noir" which means "black child" when he lived in Africa. Wayne emphasizes
the importance of this story because he could "see" himself within the

explains that students of color need "to see themselves in the text

text. Wayne

too."

Wayne provides

teachers of reading and content teachers constructive advice to help promote and
encourage reading with their struggling readers:

I wish teachers and lesson makers would try to understand and use the subjects
we're interested in. Sometimes, teachers need to meet us on our playground.

If

you want us to like reading, then let us read what we like.
In order to improve reading performance for our secondary struggling readers,
we must consider our audience. Clearly, our audience must feel a connection to the
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literature in order to be motivated and engaged in the reading process. Adolescent
literature selections are engaging and motivating to struggling readers because the topics
describe events and situations they can identify

with. In addition, struggling readers need

to read more frequently and be actively engaged with the text. Then, they can begin to
see themselves as readers and understand that literacy can make their lives better

in

numerous ways.

"What! Let me tell vou about it...":

P

Interaction and Literarv Discussion

After students described topics and subjects that hook and capture their reading interests,
often they would reveal meaningful experiences they had after reading. Some of the
students stated that they refused to contribute to tasks or activities after reading because
they "didn't get

it" or shut down while reading

the

text. Yet, many went on to elaborate

on the value and appeal of discussion. Sfudents were able to articulate likes and dislikes

about whole or small group discussion. The conversation sfudents engage in during
discussions supports content literacy and learning in many potent ways.

Many of the students interviewed for this study were able to recall literature
discussions that produced both positive and negative outcomes. One student, Elizabeth,
sat up straight in her chair and leaned forward as she reflected on student discussion after

reading text assigned in social studies class:
Worksheets and answering questions after I read something gets too confusing. I
want to say what I mean rather than write out a response to a question. When we
have small group discussions, I get to hear what others understand from the piece.

It makes it more interesting and I usually learn something new.
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Carrie supports Elizabeth's statement by saying that discussions help her "understand"
the reading assignments more thoroughly. Carrie states that other sfudents' "opinions are

often different" and hearing their contrasting ideas allow her to "remember more of the

story." Next, Carrie

goes on to explain her fears, while participating in teacher led

discussions. In this sifuation, Carrie states that she learns "very little" because she's often
preoccupied or "scared the teacher

will call"

on

her. This back and forth style is called

a

turn-taking routine, not a discussion. In this turn-taking scenario, Carrie feels
uncomfortable and probably intimidated because she is no longer the meaning maker.
She must

try to guess the teacher's answer. Carrie and Elizabeth seem to be describing

two different kinds of discussions: teacher-led discussion as opposed to student centered
discussion.
Scott, a 12th grade struggling reader, feels there are many benefits to small group
discussion after reading text. He explains:

First of all, it's more motivating to read something when you know there will be a
discussion after and not the usual questions. Discussions let me learn from my
classmates and not just the teacher. Plus,

I feel like my classmates will

accept my

response more better than the teacher. They seem to want only one, right answer.

Scott appreciates the support and encouragement he feels with his peers rather than

teachers. Scott suggests that when a teacher asks questions, he can only be concerned

with getting the right answer; however, when he discusses text with his peers, he is able
to really consider the text and find his own interpretation.
John, a tenth grader, explains that he prefers to'Journal or discuss in small

groups" after reading an assigned text. John says that when the "teacher talks" after
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we've read together, the teacher will just "discuss what she wants" and "that's the boring

stuff'. Both John and Scott reflect on an all-too-common

occurrence in classrooms when

the teacher dominates the conversation rather than being student centered. John and Scott

imply that when teacher controls the questions and conversation, the learners quickly
perceive themselves as passive non participants.
Wayne says that he prefers discussion because it provides a chance "to socialize"

with other students that he may not know otherwise. He says:
I like to learn from the others... The typical questions they give you after reading
are boring and easy. Often,

questions and then

if I know there's only questions, I'll wait to get the

I'll just look for the answers.

Wayne shares the value of hearing the diverse perspectives and interpretation. He finds
the traditional literal questions to be insulting by only allowing him to respond to the

question rather than sharing his personal reactions. Wayne seems to be frustrated by the
one-sided questions that offer him little opportunity to construct meaning from the text.
Susan, an eleventh grade struggling reader, likes "open discussion" in either large

or small groups. She hints that reading for a.large or small group discussion sparks her
interest and engagement with the text:

It gets the other students thinking and it helps me get the reading too. It's just not
enough to read something just 'cause the teacher likes

it.

The other kids get me to

like it.
Susan clearly values the input of her peers. She wants to know their thoughts and

reactions to the text as opposed to the teacher's opinion. Monica, another l1'h grade
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struggling reader, adds that group discussions and journaling give "more control to the
readers" so they can focus on what's meaningful to them.

In conclusion, the struggling readers interviewed for the purposes of this study
had very clear opinions regarding reading preferences. Students expressed a desire to
read stories that reflected or incorporated their identities, which made them feel

connected to the literature. Most of the readers from the ALC felt resistant to required
reading with no flexibility. The struggling readers at the ALC gave required reading a

trial period, during the first few pages, and if they found the text to be too difficult or
incomprehensible, they shut down and checked out from the text. Secondary struggling
readers have had a lot of experience with reading disappointment, frustration, and failure.

They were able to speak quite extensively, frankly, and critically about the academic
reading experiences that have betrayed them.
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CHAPTER FIVE

IMPLICATIONS AND

MMENDATIONS

The research process exposed many themes which are pertinent to improving

motivation for the high school struggling readers at the Alternative Learning Center.
These emergent themes originated from the interviews with participants, who shared

experiences, suggestions, opinions, and ideas to increase reading enthusiasm at the ALC.

A complete list of themes revealed by this study is descrihed below:
Assigned or Required Reading: Frequently, struggling high school readers
are paired

with assigned or required reading that is inappropriate, which

reduces motivation to read. Without adequate scaffolding and support
students often lose interest and motivation to read.

Adolescent Literature: Text, such as adolescent literature, is motivating for
the high school struggling reader due to adequate background knowledge,

personal interest, and literary development.

Small Group Literary Discussion and Peer Interaction: Struggling readers
are motivated to read text when followed by small group discussion

because

it supports comprehension and is interesting.

One of the primary obstacles for struggling readers is motivation. It is extremely difficult

to conjure up energy, excitement, and purpose, to do something that is often nonsensical
and unrewarding. For these reasons,

it is paramount that teachers of struggling readers

capture their audience's interest and attention before engaging in reading text. This can
be accomplished by accessing prior knowledge, providing relevant background

knowledge, setting a purpose for reading, and establishing a personal connection to the
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text. Adolescent literary selections provide a hook or snag a connection that ignites the
teen reader's interest. For struggling readers, class texts that are "required" should

attempt to provide adequate support to be interesting and engaging, so that the struggling
reader has an opportunity to appreciate the

text. Lastly, literary conversations or small

group discussions seem to motivate aid the high school struggling reader. The following
paragraphs provide implications and recommendation for teachers of secondary

struggling readers who seek improvement and understanding in motivating the secondary
struggling reader. [n order for the recommendations to be effective, teachers must also
ignite a spark or bait the hook before reading.
Assisned or Reouired Readins : Recommendations
Every content area course needs to have some required reading to communicate
the content area knowledge. Most secondary struggling readers understand and are
sympathetic to the importance of reading, but seldom follow through. ALC struggling
readers expressed strong frustration to assigned or required reading in the content area

classroom. First, students stated that they are frequently assigned texts to read in or out
of class that are too difficult. Many felt that it was an "either I or situation". If the
student did not understand the text, they were doomed and they were excluded from the

content. This can be rectified by permitting some flexibility with required reading.
Teachers should have accommodating texts readily available for struggling readers to

supplement and aid understanding. Secondly, struggling readers need thoughtful literacy
strategies to support them while they are reading. Teachers must utilize these strategies

consistently for text to be meaningful and engaging. Lastly, teachers need to pair
sfudents with text they can read,

if they expect independent comprehension. This
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requires content area teachers to understanding the reading abilities and levels of their
readers and the analysis of required reading texts. The following sections

will summarize

some of the recommendations gleaned from this study.

Recommendation One: Text Analysis and Readahility
Teachers must carefully analyze the text before making

it a requirement,

so that

their reading audience can access the content area knowledge. Today, during the testing
frenzy era, teachers have access to a variety of reading and writing test scores that can

provide helpful insight to a student's reading level. For example, if a student has not
passed the Minnesota Basic Skills Reading Test, a teacher can assume that the student is

reading below an eighth grade level. This is an important consideration while selecting
text.

In order for teachers to assess the reading materials in their content areas, they can
use one or more of the

following tools to determine readability. First,

a teacher can use a

simple graph called the Fry Graph to determine the grade level score for texts from
grades one through college. The formula uses sentence length and word length of three
100 word samples to calculate

average the overall

readability. Then, the grade level scores can be used to

difficulty of the text (Vacca &Vacca,2006 p. 57). Secondly,

teacher can use the CLOZE procedure to estimate text
a

a

difficulty. This procedure utilizes

portion of text and systematically removes words from the passage. Evaluation occurs

by assessing the student's ability to supply the missing words. The CLOZE readability
test takes little time to construct, administer, score and interpret. This makes

it a valuable

tool for the teachers of high school struggling readers. Lastly, teachers of struggling
readers can utilize a readability checklist. There are many types of checklist available.
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Experiment and find one that complements your text style and become familiar with it.
Checklists can be found at the website, www.reading.org/, from the Journal

of

Adolescent and Adult Literacy. These checklists can have several domains:

understandability, usability, and interestablilty (Vacca & Vacca, 2006). By utilizing one
or more of these readability tools, a teacher can understand what he or she is requiring

of

his or her readers.
Recommendation Two: Thoughtful Reading Strategies
As previously stated in the literafure review, struggling high school readers are
passive and need help to begin interacting with text. The high school struggling reader
needs effective strategies in her or his arsenal while reading assigned text. These
strategies

will help bail them out when they encounter trouble. Also,

strategies can help

draw them back in when they've checked out from the reading experience. The idea is to
integrate and sprinkle these strategies into the reading curriculum. They should never be
taught separately from the reading experience. Some strategies effective in boosting
comprehension for secondary struggling readers are:

o

Activating prior knowledge
When student accesses prior knowledge, they recall what they already know about
a subject. This helps them to interact

.

with the text and make predictions.

Summartzing
Summartzing is one of the most important strategies students can practice. It
requires students to recall significant events and ignore others.

.

Imagery
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Students create a mental picture of the text to see the main characters, settings or
events. Also, sfudents can design a ilrnemonic image to promote recall.

.

Question Generating
Students interact with the text by asking questions. The questions can be directed

to the teacher, author, or other students.

.

Thinking Aloud
This metacognitive strategy teaches students to have internal dialogues or
conversations while reading. Most students will not know how to do this, so

will take some practice. A good way to begin is with teacher
teacher reads a book aloud to the class and

it

read alouds. The

will model his or her thought

processes (Allington, 2006, p. 122).

Providing students with strategic reading techniques will help defend them against
passive acts of reading, which

will

disengage them from the reading process. Equipping

students with reading strategies is critical, however, the actual time a students spends

reading actively is the most significant factor for increasing understanding.

Recommendation Three: Text Alternatives and Choice

In order to increase the amount of time a student reads, teachers must provide
students opporlunities to read about subjects they enjoy. The final recommendation

for

assigned and required texts is to provide a choice, an alternative selection, or some

flexibility to accommodate the struggling reader. If

a teacher does not have the

time or

resources to assess readability or scaffold required texts with strategic support, then a
teacher must provide an option for his or her struggling readers. With nearly eight

million
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struggling readers in grades 4-12 in our country's schools, we cannot afford to continue
to not meet their needs (Alliance for Excellence in Education,2007).

When secondary struggling readers receive a required reading assignment that is
too difficult for comprehension, they have little chance of success, unless they receive
support from another reader or crib notes. The struggling reader could ask for help from
the teacher, but usually classroom content area teachers have little time provide

individual reading instruction during class time to high school students. The most
feasible and realistic accommodation a teacher can make would be to have an alternative

text selection at a lower reading level. Teachers can go to the Internet for support, such
as, the American

Library Association, www.ala.org/, or the International Reading

Association, www.ira.org/, to find text ideas and resources, Most professional
organizations, such as the National Teachers of Mathematics, have literacy initiatives and
supportive resources because struggling readers transcend all content areas and their
reading deficiency impacts every subject. Alternative and varied texts permit the

struggling reader to participate in independent reading along with stronger readers and
learn much of the broader ideas and themes. If struggling readers are paired with
appropriate text, their motivation to read will continue to grow.

Adolescent Literatu

: Recommendations

The participants at the ALC emphatically voiced their lack of interest in the texts

of academic curriculums. When students could recall a positive reading experience, l1 of
the 14 participants referred to a piece of adolescent literature. Adolescent literature can be

fiction or non-fiction. It is usually written for the teenager, but can vary in reading and
interest levels. Struggling readers need an assortment of high interest, engaging texts that
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represent adolescent life in various cultures and socioeconomic situations. Students need
to have access to these texts and be able to have opporfunities to read these materials
independently. Unfortunately, some of the schools and programs that contain the highest
number of struggling readers have the least amount of literacy resources. For example, at
the

ALC, the English teacher and social studies teacher had created

a

make-shift library

or reading room by collecting donated books from corporations and individuals because
the school doesn't have a library. In order to improve struggling readers' textual

motivation and understanding, they must be able to access literature that they want to
read.

Struggling readers have had few experiences in the stages of literary development
appreciation. If students are exposed to high interest texts that reflect their interests and
cultures, the probability of them slipping into a book is high. This is considered the first
stage of literary appreciation and the foundation for building future reading experiences.

In the second stage, the reader reads for the vicarious experience. Here the teen reader is
eager to experience new sifuations, settings, and characters (Beers &Samuels, 1998). In
the third stage of literary development appreciation, students want to be exposed to
character that represent themselves. This is not surprising, considering that most teens
are often very narcissistic and think of events and experiences in relations to themselves.

Typically this stage of development will occur between the ages of 14-15 years (Beers &
Samuels, 1998). Because high school struggling readers do not read a lot, they have not
had many experiences in the critical areas of literary appreciation development. They

must first have these experiences in the first three stages of literary development before
they can progress to more sophisticated forms of appreciation. For most typical readers,
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these advanced stages are not prevalent until college. After considering the stages

of

literary appreciation it is obvious why struggling secondary readers are drawn to
adolescent literature and stories that reflect teen issues: they are trying to build a

foundation for literary appreciation. Adolescent literature captures experiences and
characters that struggling readers often can relate to or identifo

with. Once they have a

strong foundation of pleasurable literary experiences, they can then find and have

motivation to continue reading. Teachers of struggling readers must continue to provide
students with a plentiful selection of adolescent literature. Content area reading teachers
can provide choices for their struggling readers so that appropriate text is available to

everyone. In addition, giving space to ungraded, independent reading for secondary
struggling readers may help widen some of their conception of literacy and enable
reading to gain a place of importance in their lives.

Small Group Literature Discussions: Recommendations

At the ALC many of the students described thoughtful literacy strategies and
experiences to be most meaningful and a preferred way to demonstrate understanding.

The most popular activity described by the participants was small group discussions after
reading a text, Sometimes these small groups can be called, literature circles. Literature
circles are small autonomous groups where students work together as they read a
common text or individual texts that are connected. Literafure circle members discuss
what they are reading, share written work, and design group projects (Beers

&

Samuels,

1998,). Struggling readers at the ALC emphasized that the skill and drill activities don't
excite them and that they do not learn as much from worksheet and written response
comprehension questions as they do from their peers. After reading, struggling readers
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become more interested in personal reflection rather than the vicarious. They want to
spend time learning about and from each others' experiences. Students at the

ALC

state

that they learn new perspectives and interpretations from small group literary discussion.
Students rarely read text the same

way. Thoughtful literacy questions can guide

discussions and encourage students to return to the text to

justiff their interpretations.

This act helps student take control of their textual understanding and eventually become
more independent readers. The ALC research participants suggested that often they

relied on the teacher for essential text information, sometimes referred to as teachercentered discussion. Usually, they did not read the text at all because they could depend

on gathering most of the main ideas from the teacher's discussion. Small group, studentcentered discussions alleviate this problem for struggling readers. Instead, they must

come to class prepared to exchange ideas and have an obligation to their peers to
contribute. Rather than having a passive reliance on the teacher, student focused, small
group discussion

will

encourage sfudents to assess text and peers' interpretations. Often

struggling readers feel more motivated and obligated by peers as opposed to the teacher.
The literature circle is one of many designs for literature discussion. Teachers

of

struggling readers can also experiment with other designs such as Paideia Seminars or
fishbowls. The varying techniques and activities will keep discussions fresh and new.
Using different discussion models will elicit more participation too.

In order to create student-centered, small group discussions for struggling readers,
teachers

will want to utilize

several practices that can promote successful discussion.

First, in any literary experience, it is essential that the atmosphere is supportive of
students expressing their personal reactions to

text. Teachers must

stress that there are no
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wrong reactions or responses and nurture discussion with positive feedback. Second,
teachers may begin with large or whole group discussions to model and guide the

process. In addition, as a class, students should create a list of ground rules. For
struggling readers, it is imperative that these rules be established and enforced. These
expectations will provide guidance, consistency, and safety for the students.

Often, it will be challenging for the struggling reader to accept that there is no

right or wrong answer. As the teacher, it is his or her role to help elicit student responses.
The students' roles are to provide reflections and interpretations. Be aware that at first,
secondary struggling readers

will challenge this by attempting to get the teacher to state

his or her interpretation. The teacher can ask questions and help the students refer back
to the text to support their interpretations. Defining the teacher and students roles for
discussion is another important practice to promoting effective text discussions.

Another important consideration for effective literary discussion is preparing for
the discussion. Teachers of struggling readers should think carefully about the text

selection and questions for eliciting response. As mentioned earlier, adolescent literature
or young adult literature may be an excellent choice. Students that are engaged in the
text will be more eager to participate in discussion. Second, when preparing for the
discussion, consider allowing students to write out their initial responses and questions,
so everyone is prepared and the conversations

will begin easily.

Lastly, teachers should communicate evaluation and assessment criteria before the
discussions begin. Students could receive credit or points for preparing written responses
or

just by being there. Students could get praise and acknowledgement for contribution

to discussions or encouraging a reluctant participant to speak. When the students know
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that discussion is valued and that it is part of their grade, they are more likely to stay on
task and encourage positive contributions. Later, after struggling readers become more
independent and experienced with literary conversation, the teacher may not find a need

to continue awarding points or credit.
For teachers whose audience reflects a struggling reader population, it is critical

to reconsider required reading, adolescent literature, and small group discussion in order
to motivate and support your struggling readers. The recommendations made by the ALC
participants may increase struggling readers' motivation to read. Gaining a struggling
reader's energy and excitement to read text is the first step toward reading improvement.

A teacher must have the reader's consent before he or

she can

help. Content atea

teachers can support and motivate their struggling readers by reconsidering the assigned

or required reading for the course. Adding choices, with various reading levels and types

of text, permits readers to find appropriate materials for their abilities and interests. In
addition, teachers can add adolescent literature to classroom reading lists to capture
sfudent interest and motivation. Often, adolescent literature is extremely motivating
because

it taps into the teen's identity thereby creating

a personal connection

to literature.

Finally, teachers of the struggling readers can motivate students to read by utilizing small
group discussion or literature circles. Teen readers are highly motivated by their peers
and are attracted to social opporfunities. Participating in a book or reading chat can give

them that extra push to pick-up or finish a text, knowing that they will have an

opporhrnity to talk about it with classmates. In view of these recommendations, reaching
out and motivating the high school struggling reader is attainable for all teachers
regardless of content area.
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The high school struggling reader represents the current literacy crisis happening

in schools nationwide. Today, No Child Left Behind laws are supposedly addressing the
crisis through the use of high stakes testing and teacher accountability measurements to
assess and aid the literacies

of our children. Yet, do these tests and initiatives really

benefit our students? None of the participants interviewed for this study mentioned tests.
The requirement to pass a test for graduation did not motivate high school struggling
readers. In order to improve the struggling reader's performance, the struggling reader

must be willing and motivated to read. Sparking this motivation to read belongs within
every teacher's content objectives. Teachers must employ every strategy possible to
support struggling readers. Empowering students through literacy will benefit their lives

economically, politically, and socially. With rnillions of struggling high school readers,
more research needs to be done so that we can continue to find strategies and methods
that motivate and support this growing population.
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CHAPTER SIX
SELF REFLECTION
The greatest

gift is a passionfor reading. It is cheap, it consoles, it distracts, it

excites, it gives you knowledge of the world and experience of a wide kind.

It

is a moral

illumination. -E lizabeth Hardwick
For most of my life, reading has been my best friend. As a child, reading

facilitated a bonding between me and my parents by teaching me receptive and
expressive language. Throughout elementary school, books let me see and learn about
other living things and distant places. As an adolescent, reading allowed me to experience
other identities and personas vicariously. Later in adulthood, reading would soothe,
educate, and empower me after my son's Autism diagnosis at the age of fwo. Essentially,

reading has not only comforted, and at times cured my pains, but more importantly it has
molded my character and destiny as a woman, mother, and teacher.
Given that reading has and continues to be such a powerful companion in my life,

it is easy to recognize my inspiration for this research project. As a teacher it is my
fantasy to help every student develop a positive relationship with reading. In reality, I

want all of my students to benefit from a reading relationship. To facilitate the rewarding,
yet complex process, I continuously search for new and innovative ways to motivate my
students to read. After teaching for ten years, I have acquired strategies and materials to

spark motivation, but I had not formally researched reading motivation. For my students,

gaining the motivation to read has been a reappearing obstacle.

My inspiration for this research began well before graduate school. In the 2003,
my students and I began to feel the effects of the implementation of No Child Left
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Behind. With the influences and pressures of high stakes testing and adequate yearly
progress, my classroom began to experience significant changes. These changes

gradually affected what my students would be reading in school and the styles and
methods in which they would be taught. My struggling readers began to focus on tests
rather than the pleasures of stories. Suddenly, reading became a nuisance and obstacle

that could prevent them from earning a diploma. I found myself constantly trying to
defend reading from sfudent attacks. Because NCLB focuses on "closing the
achievement gap", the expectations and perfornance of my students to make "adequate
progress" and graduate was overwhelming. My sfudents were expected to accelerate
beyond one year's growth and the struggling readers needed to demonstrate achievement

growth that surpassed the expected growth of sfudents who read on grade level. As I
began using more strategies and expository text to help my readers improve test scores,

simultaneously, their reading interest and motivation began to plummet. As the test
scores would arrive in the spring, many of my students would pass, but my most fragile,

struggling readers would suffer despite their hard work and efforts. The struggling
readers demonstrated significant improvement, but not enough to "pass" the test. As their

English teacher, I felt responsible and guilty. I decided to use more direct, skill and drill
methods to get the students to pass.

With the majorify of students passing the tests, ffiy principal was ecstatic. Yet, my
enthusiasm to teach reading lessened and I felt removed from the text and lessons. What
was wrong? My principal had stated that I was doing what was best for kids, and that
was getting a diploma, but it still didn't settle well with me. My gut indicated differently.

In2004,I decided to use my adolescent literature with

the testing prep and reading
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strategies. This rejuvenated my excitement to teach and rny students responded with

a

desire for literary discussion. Over the next two years, while getting my reading license
and master's degree, I began to gradually change my curriculum and teaching styles to

foster and nurfure reading relationships. I added new literature selections to my reading

lists and I created themed courses which made literature selections more flexible and
varied. I taught and used various reading strategies. On Fridays, we had book talks in
small groups to spread the enthusiasm.
When it was time to design a research question and begin the research process, I

instinctively knew my topic: to reveal and discover methods for motivating my struggling
readers at the

ALC. Also, conducting this research could help me evaluate some of the

curriculum changes I have made over the past few years. The discoveries and teaching
ideas realized throughout my study would continue to inspire me as a teacher.

When interviewing students, I was astounded by the overwhelming majority
stating the empowerment of choice. Many students were instantaneously turned off by
required reading with no exceptions. Mentioning "required reading" seemed to trigger a

traumatic emotional response. Listening to the students describe frustrating experiences,
where they attempted to read text that was too difficult or not appropriate, helped me to
understand the pain associated with reading failure. Supplementing reading lists with
choices ensures that readers, especially struggling readers, get a second chance if the text

isn't appropriate. Readers become motivated and empowered because they can try again.
I was astonished by the number of sfudents who independently tried to find other
materials on the subjects or content. This validated for me the need to continue searching

for more choice and varied texts to cover the content in my courses, so I can keep my
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students motivated to try again. Also, I

will

add additional sources my reading lists to

assist students' requests to find alternative sources of content knowledge. Always

providing the student with another idea to keep their motivation going is a primary role of
the teacher.
Adolescent literature was the most popular genre mentioned by the research

participants. It was fun and amazing to witness the students vividly recall the texts that
impacted them. Students made comments on the courses made use of adolescent

literature and reflected on how the literature made the content relevant. Most importantly,
the adolescent literature personally connected to the students because they could identify

with characters and events. The students expressed a desire to see themselves in the text.
Identifying with the characters and events highly motivated the students to pick-up the
text and begin. In my classroom, I plan to continue implementing and utilizing the
adolescent genre, I, too, am guilty of the English teacher's credo: to teach expose
sfudents to "great" literature. Yet, many students are not able to appreciate the "great"
classics that readers learn to appreciate later in literary development. More often, we can
teach the classics, but we must also offer alternatives for the readers who aren't there yet.

After sfudents have a successful reading experience, they have a strong desire to
share it with their peers. I can't think of a better strategy to give reading some decent

publicity: let the students tell other students about great reading experiences. Especially
after reading, many interview participants suggested that content area teachers need to
create more activities that incorporate small group discussion. This theme is an area that

I'd like study further,

so that

I can formally utilize small groups. I encourage and permit

small group discussion, but I need to create more follow-up activities for students to
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coillmunicate the learning that takes place in the group. This is a future teaching goal
that I hope to pursue.

In conclusion of this study, I feel it necessary to mention future concerns and
questions I have regarding high school struggling readers. While conducting research for

this study, I was shocked to discover the lack of research and literature regarding
secondary struggling readers. Why have we neglected this group? As a teacher

of

secondary readers, I plan to continue to advocate and discover new ways to reach this

growing population, Secondly, with the continued emphasis on testing for diplomas and
support for No Child Left Behind, how will the education communities support the
readers and school programs who have the highest concentrations of struggling readers?

Will they continue to be punished by simply being labeled "not adequate" or denied
diplomas? It is my professional goal

as a teacher

of struggling readers to not only

educate the public about faulry education legislation like NCLB, but to eventually help

form and participate in dialogue with policymakers to create real "accountability" f,or our
readers of tomorrow.

With the continued emphasis and expansion of testing with NCLB and state
standards, the test wrestling match

still exists mildly in my classroom. Because of the

previously described experiences and research, I am proud to acknowledge that have
recovered from the testing headlock which had distorted and blurred my original reading
goals for my students.
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Natne:

(first and last name please)

Self Reading Identity Survey
*Please read the following questions carefully and circle the answer that best
describes you. For survey purposes, reading materials will be defined as
books, m4gazines, newspapers. Thanks. I appreciate your honesty and time.

1. On

average, how much money do you spend a

yeil on reading materials?

A. between 0-$10.00
B. between $ I 0.00-$50.00
C. over $50.00

2. On average, how many books do you read a year?

A. I can't remember or haven't finished a book recent$.

B. between l-10
C. I read over l0 books a year.

3. How would you describe the quantity of reading materials available

at home? (books,

newspapers, rnaga zines)

A. There are some things

to read at home.

B. We have few, if an5 reading materials at home.
C. We have an abundance of things to read at home.
4. While reading, when encountering

a word you do not know, how

will you qrpically

react?

A.

Get help.

B. Keep reading.
C. Look for clues from surrounding
5. Typically, how

words.

does reading make you feel?

A. bored
B. frusnated
C.
6. Which

and disappointed
entertained and satisfied

phrase best describes you as a reader?

A. I am areading enthusiast-..I can't get enough.
B. I will tolerate it. (sometimes pleasurable and sometimes not)
C. I struggle with reading. . .I don't

get much out of it.
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